Your best defense in defying
the aging process!

Step1 - CLEANSE
Massage CLEANSE over entire face for two minutes with your middle and ring fingers using an upward
and outward motion. Use a figure eight pattern around eye area working from corner of eye in toward the
nose, then up to the eyebrow, and back under the eye to complete a figure eight. After CLEANSE quickly
and gently loosens make-up, surface oils, and impurities, you can easily remove them with a warm face cloth.
Follow the cleansing procedure with the appropriate TONE, using a cotton ball or pad to pick up any remaining traces. Repeat with TONE until no evidence of residue or impurities remain on the cotton ball.

additional support
ReCell Rx Swiss Apple Stem Cell Repair - excellent for
entire face prior to Step 2 in you morning and evening

Step 2 - HYDRATE
Now that your skin has been cleansed, toned, and stimulated, it is time to Hydrate the skin. Apply
MINKCEL Oil of Mink by dotting it on your face and massaging it in using the same techniques used with
the CLEANSE and The LIFT Conditioner. MINKCEL Oil of Mink adds oil to dry skin and helps decrease oil
production for those with oily skin. MINKCEL Oil of Mink also gives the skin a rich velvety feel which makes
it an excellent component to a good skin care routine. MINKCEL Oil of Mink will quickly disappear as it
rapidly absorbs into the skin.

routines.
Sensational Silk Correcting Serum - for fine lines and
wrinkles around the eye area, after step 3 in your
morning and evening routine.
NoTox Serum - for deeper lines and wrinkles around
the eye, mouth, and forehead areas, after step 3 in your

For optimal benefit, now apply Sensational Silk Correcting Serum around the eye area for fine lines
and wrinkles or NoTOX Serum for deep lines and wrinkles. You may also use the ReCell Rx Apple Stem Cell
Repair prior to applying the Minkcel Oil of Mink.

morning and evening routine (after step 1 if dry skin).
Allow to sit on face for two minutes before continuing
routine.
Try our non-surgical face-lift.
See a difference in 15 minutes.
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BARE Essentials

Step 3 - PROTECT
Protection from the harmful elements of the environment is also important in maintaining beautiful
skin. Use HYDRATE Moisture Balancer to hydrate and protect your skin all day long. Nature’s Moisturizing
Factor, NMF, which is found in the HYDRATE Moisture Balancer, continually draws moisture from the air to
hydrate your skin throughout the day. HYDRATE Moisture Balancer also creates a barrier to harmful elements and impurities in the environment while still allowing your skin to breathe.

